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Abstract We present STRUCTURE HARVESTER (avail-

able at http://taylor0.biology.ucla.edu/structureHarvester/), a

web-based program for collating results generated by the

program STRUCTURE. The program provides a fast way to

assess and visualize likelihood values across multiple values

of K and hundreds of iterations for easier detection of the

number of genetic groups that best fit the data. In addition,

STRUCTURE HARVESTER will reformat data for use in

downstream programs, such as CLUMPP.
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Introduction

The program STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al. 2000) has

become one of the most widely used programs by popu-

lation geneticists to assess the level of genetic stratification

in a multi-locus data set. Users can assess the likelihood

values of partitioning their data into different numbers of

clusters (K), with various updates to the model’s assump-

tions previously discussed (e.g. Falush et al. 2003; Falush

et al. 2007; Hubisz et al. 2009; François and Durand 2010).

Inferring the number of clusters, K, that best fit the data is

an important challenge that has been previously reviewed

with many ad hoc methods available (Pritchard et al. 2000;

Evanno et al. 2005; Latch et al. 2006; Hubisz et al. 2009;

Schwartz and McKelvey 2009). Moreover, parsing

STRUCTURE results can be cumbersome and time-con-

suming, especially when a larger number of replicates

([10) are analyzed over many successive values of

K. Additional data parsing and formatting is required if

the user wants to subsequently analyze STRUCTURE

results with CLUMPP (Jakobsson and Rosenberg 2007) or

DISTRUCT (Rosenberg 2004). CLUMPP aligns cluster

assignment across replicate analyses, while DISTRUCT

aids in the visual representation of the aligned cluster

assignments.

There is a clear need for a program to quickly collate

results from STRUCTURE, visualize likelihood scores to

assist the user in delineating the most likely level of pop-

ulation subdivision, and format the output for use in

downstream programs. The program STRUCTURE HAR-

VESTER is a Python program with a web-based front-end

for quickly parsing and summarizing output data from

STRUCTURE.

STRUCTURE HARVESTER processes STRUCTURE

results, generates in-files for use with CLUMPP, and when

possible, executes the ‘‘Evanno’’ method (Evanno et al. 2005).

It then produces a plot of the mean likelihood values per K and

a tab-delimited table of the Evanno results for use in down-

stream programs such as Microsoft Excel. STRUCTURE

HARVESTER runs on any computer with either (1) a web

browser or (2) Python installed (for the stand-alone version).

The web version provides a simple and easy to use graphical

user interface for managing in and out-files.

Other parsers exist for STRUCTURE, including Cor-

rSieve (Campana et al. 2011), though we know of no other
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web-based parsing program. Web-based software solutions

allow the user to always use the latest version of the

software when visiting the website, incorporating all pat-

ches and feature enhancements, without having to bother

with complicated installation and dependency issues. For

users that need offline access to the parser we provide

an offline version that is kept functionally synchronized

with the web-based program. The user can obtain the stand-

alone version at http://users.soe.ucsc.edu/*dearl/software/

structureHarvester/ under an MIT license.

Functionality description

On the homepage, the user can upload a compressed file of

the STRUCTURE output files (filename_f files, found in

the STRUCTURE ‘‘Results’’ directory) and STRUCTURE

HARVESTER will perform the analyses and direct the

user to a dynamically generated results page. All generated

content is compressed into a single archive (tar gzip) for

downloading and a link is provided at the top of the result

page. Results are stored on the server for one week. The

first plot on a results page is the mean likelihoods per

K value, including standard deviation bars to display

likelihood variance (Fig. 1). All images are produced in

PNG, PDF, and EPS formats, allowing easy generation of

publication-quality figures for inclusion in reports or

manuscripts. Additionally, CLUMPP in-files (both indfiles

and popfiles) for each K value are produced as links for

the user to download.

The algorithm employed by STRUCTURE HAR-

VESTER to determine if the Evanno method can be per-

formed requires that at least three values of sequential

K were analyzed with at least 3 replicates and that the

sample standard deviation of the log likelihood values

across all K values is non-zero. The last requirement can

occasionally be violated when small numbers of replicates

Fig. 1 Plot of mean likelihood L(K) and variance per K value from

STRUCTURE on a dataset containing 95 individuals genotyped for

19 polymorphic microsatellite loci. The data displayed is the full

dataset from Earl et al. (2010)

Fig. 2 Evanno et al. (2005) plots for detecting the number of

K groups that best fit the data. Data as in Fig. 1
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are used and if, by chance, all runs generate the same

estimated log likelihood values. If the conditions are met,

then the program will perform the Evanno method for

detecting the number of K groups that best fit the dataset and

produce three plots equivalent to that of Fig. 2 in Evanno

et al. (2005) (Fig. 2). Data for the three Evanno plots are

provided in a tab-delimited table for the user to download

(Fig. 3). Additionally, there is a section on the website to

address frequently asked questions regarding the imple-

mentation of the Evanno method, specifically highlighting

the exact Python code that performs the analysis.
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